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Bio Soft Loc Plus (Medical Silicone Adhesive)

Track Application Instructions
1.

Have client hold the hair system in place and mark track area using a grease pencil. Cut
the track area 1 inch wide and 1/8th inch high from temple to temple. Check for proper fit
before proceeding.

2.

Insure that both the hairpiece and track area are completely free of all residue, grease and
oils.

3.

Apply a thin coat of bio soft loc plus to the inside border of the hair system and to the track
area (a cloth tape may be applied first to the inside border of the hair piece to aid in
cleanup at the next service). Spread or brush the thin coat of bio soft plus to even
thickness to insure uniform drying time.

4.

Allow adhesive to dry until tacky. The adhesive will not hold properly unless the solvent has
evaporated.

5.

When the adhesive is tacky to the touch, carefully position the unit in place, firmly press the
surfaces together and hold for about 1 minute.

Bio Soft Loc Plus requires no curing or refrigeration, but should be stored in a cool dry
place.
The client should be advised that penetrating conditioners should not be left in the hair for
a lengthy period. They should apply and then rinse out. Do not leave in for the duration of
the shower.
Caution!
The dispersion liquid is ethyl acetate which is flammable. Do not use near fire or flame. Do not use this product on
inflamed, irritated or broken skin. In case of eye contact, wash for 15 minutes.

